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our decades after Chairman Mao
commended women for holding
up half the sky, the edifice he
erected is keeping them tied to the
ground. Nowhere is this more apparent
than in China’s coercive population program-which limits each family to one
child. Western attention, both pro and
con, has fixed almost exclusively on
forced abortions. In fact, forced abortion
is not so much the premise as the culmination of a state policy that controls human reproduction as it .would the yearly
output of a steel factory.
The debate exploded into the headlines again this spring, when China
released figures showing its population
growth had hit an all-time low, exceeding goals the Chinese themselves hadn’t
figured on reaching until the year 2010.
Naturally the subject of coercion has
been raised, and even the New York
Times and Washington Post devoted
front-page attention to the statistics and
the abuses they prefigured. In the meantime, Americans elected a president who
had campaigned on forcing Peking’s
adherence to human rights. Yet Bill
Clinton’s only explicit action affecting
China’s population program was to
restore funding for the United Nations
Population Fund (UNFPA) that helps
pay for it.
It was sinologist Steven Mosher who
first broke the story of the one-child policy more than a decade ago. And when
China protested he found himself kicked
out of Stanford’s doctoral program. In
his latest book, A Mother’s Ordeal,
Mosher tells much more about the policy, but in a way that puts a human face
Julie McGurn, formerly of the Eagle
Forum, is a writer living in Hong Kong.

on cold statistics. For the book is a firstperson narrative by a Chinese nurse
named Chi An, who was both enforcer
and victim of this policy.
A sickly child who grew up during
the Cultural Revolution, Chi An tells of
her modest ambitions to become a nurse,
get married, and have a family. Like others, when she did finally marry, she was
bullied into signing a one-child agreement. After accidently becoming pregnant with her second child, Chi An found
herself subject to “remedial measures”for in China conceiving without government permission is a crime. Like most
Chinese women, too, while she did not
favor abortion, she was not opposed to it
either, not least because she believed
China’s population growth had to be
curbed, whatever her personal distaste
for the procedure.
After her own abortion, Chi An began
work in the women’s clinic of a stateowned factory. She thus became part of
an all-encompassing population program
that begins with state-allocated “birth
quotas” (of one) for which women must
first apply, mandatory contraception, and
sterilization. Official government statistics cite a 25 percent surge in sterilizations; as of 1991, 12.5 million had
undergone the procedure. Chi An mentions how some doctors performed so
many tubal ligations that they reportedly
felt as if they were “spaying cows.”
Even the most personal information is
treated as a matter of state record. As Chi
An recalls:
Every shop and office in the factory had
a [Women’s] Federation representative,
whose job it was to track the menstrual
cycles and the contraceptive methods of
all young women of childbearing age
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who worked there. This record keeping
was done publicly, by writing each
woman’s name, means of contraception
and expected date of menstruation on a
large blackboard that hung in a conspic.
uous place. When her period came, she
was required to place a check mark nexi
to her name. Women occasionally lied
about the onset of their menses, but of
course it was only a matter of time
before they were found out. If a woman
failed to start her period on schedule,
the Women’s Federation representative
would order her to go to the women’s
health clinic for an examination. A posi
tive pregnancy test spelled trouble for a
woman with a child.
Everything is done for the conve
nience of the state: Chi An reports tha
steel IUDs-one size fits all-are use(
instead of the healthier plastic alterna
tives because they show up on thc
women’s quarterly inspection X-rays.

A

s for the women who becomi
pregnant anyway, the state ha
an answer for that as well. Ch
An herself became something of ai
expert in locking up women in a store
room until they “agreed” to abort. Afte
all, Deng Xiaoping did say: “Use what
ever means you must to reduce thc
population, but do it.” Chi An faithfull!
followed his dictum even with her bes
friend, Ah Fang, who had enraged Ch
An by becoming “illegally pregnant” an(
then hiding out in another town to havc
her baby.
Not only did Chi An have her frienc
hunted down, she had her tossed into thc
storeroom in an advanced stage of preg
nancy. Ultimately Ah Fang went intc
labor, but not before begging Chi An t(
let her have her baby; since there werc
no other witnesses, Chi An could simpl)
say that Ah Fang had had her bab)
alone. Instead, Chi An informed he1
boss and Ah Fang, in heavy labor, was
pulled onto the back of a truck, rushed tc
the hospital and aborted. Although Ch
An had some qualms about what she hac
done, her boss congratulated her
because Ah Fang had not only beer
aborted but sterilized. Perhaps this is
what Peng Peiyun, minister of the State
Family Planning Commission, was
referring to when she told the South
China Morning Post that “we in China
consider it to be persuasion and reasoning until [the woman] agrees.”
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Ah Fang and other “pleaders” were
he “toughest to deal with”:
Some went into the operating room still
begging, making everyone uneasy and
uncomfortable. At least where these
pleaders were concerned, my sympathy
soon gave way to imtation. Why
couldn’t they understand that we clinic
workers were not personally responsible
for our actions? The doctors were only
following orders. I was only a minor
functionary. Besides, I, too, had been
compelled to have an abortion. I, too,
had only one child. Why should anyone
be allowed to have more children than I?
But Chi An’s story takes an ironic
:wist when she finally leaves China with
ier one little boy to join her husband who
IS studying in the U.S. While abroad, Chi
4n becomes pregnant. Since the family
Jlanned on eventually returning to China,
Chi An and her husband agree to write to
her former colleague at the population
:ontrol office, certain that an exception
would be made since they were no longer
in China. What came back to them was
shocking. “Second children are absolutely
banned,” she was told. “If you cannot
have this abortion done abroad, then the
factory director orders you to return to
China immediately.”

T

he book’s subtitle-“One
Woman’s Fight Against China’s
One-Child Policy”-is somewhat
misleading, in that it makes Chi An out
to be some kind of crusader. In truth, Chi
An’s campaign against the one-child policy did not begin until she became pregnant while with her husband in the U.S.,
and it occupies only a small part of the
book. Far from being a saint, Chi An
comes across at times as cold-hearted
and selfish. But that does not take away
from the story’s value as an insider’s
view of China’s population program.
Chi An eventually applied for, and
received, asylum from the Reagan
administration, with Steven Mosher’s
help. But the current administration and
the human-rights establishment have
been noticeably silent on the population
program that even the New York Times
called “draconian.” The silence has been
glaring among “women’s” activists,
especially considering that female babies
are much more likely to be aborted.
(According to the South China Morning
The American Spectator

Post, “one report says 113 boys are being
born for every 100 girls.”) In her latest
tour of Asia, for example, Rep. Nancy
Pelosi (D-Cal.) scolded the Chinese for
human-rights abuses but uttered not a
peep about its one-child policy. Perhaps
she has more compelling loyalties. 0

........................................
CORRESPONDENCE
(continued from page 10)
Jack and a panic meeting was called.
About 500 a.m. Bobby was sent to Sen.
Symington’s suite to withdraw the offer
and to ask him to be silent about it.
Symington was told he could have any
other position he desired in return for his
silence, but that Lyndon Johnson was the
V.P. candidate.
All of this was known to CBS, and to
Charles Collingwood in particular. CBS
had hired the son of then governor of
Minnesota Orville Freeman, ostensibly
as a page, but in reality as a messenger
carrying information from his father to
CBS reporters. Incidentally, Gov.
Freeman went on to be secretary of agriculture in Jack Kennedy’s cabinet. To
this day, I do not know why CBS sat on
this story. They reported and speculated
on Richard Nixon’s purportedly secret
night flight to confer with Nelson
Rockefeller in New York. . . .
-Harry W. Sandberg, M.D.
Linden, California

KALorama
As a retired airline captain. I found the
article by James Oberg on the KAL
tragedy not quite “the real story” (“KAL
007: The Real Story,” TAS, October
1993).
The U.N. did not get the theory of
the constant magnetic heading of 246”
from t h e USSR’s recovered flight
recorder. That theory came from Inspector Joe McNeil of the FAA’s New
York Flight Standards Office, and was
submitted to ICAO as a review by the
Air Navigation Commission on
November 17, 1984. Insp. McNeil,
whom I subsequently worked with, submitted this theory as the only possible
way the plane could have gotten to
where it supposedly was. Nobody,
including McNeil, was really happy
with this theory, however.
It assumes that the crew was totally
incompetent. That is the only conclusion

that can be dpwn if one is to accept the
constant 260 magnetic heading theory.
The INS is checked at regular intervals. It
must be checked for ground speed every
time a waypoint is crossed in order to give
an accurate ETA for the following waypoint. It would be inconceivable that
someone in the crew did not check the
cross track numbers, which gives the distance in miles from the planned track. It
should always be zero, or a very low number. Anything over five miles left or right
of track is cause for immediate action.
A memo “falling into the hands of
Yeltsin officials” is just too cozy to be
believable considering the source, be it
the U.N. or the Soviets. Neither the cockpit voice recorder, nor the flight data
recorder, was mounted on “the rear bulkhead.” The CVR was obviously mounted
in the cockpit, and the FDR was mounted
in the rudder.
The fact that a B-747 never ditched at
sea is totally irrelevant. The description of
“aviation gas spraying wildly” is a figment of the author’s imagination. The fuel
is basically kerosene, with a few additives.. . .
-Edward J. Toner, Jr.
TWA Goodwill Ambassador
Howell, New Jersey
Upon reading James Oberg’s article, I
am somewhat confused on a particular
point. In the sidebar titled “Useful Idiots:
An Honor Roll,” R.W. Johnson makes
reference to a notation written by the
pilot of KAL 007. The notation reads
“1200 DEI.” Johnson makes much of the
fact that the “sinister” notation was
entered, scratched out, and then entered
further down on the weight manifest.
My own guess is that the notation
refers not to deadheading passengers but
to a minimum-descent-altitude “decision
height” which would be published on the
approach charts for the specific destination airport. In this case, 1,200 feet above
sea level. At that altitude, if the approach
could not be safely executed, the aircraft
would then go around for another try at
the approach or fly to an alternate airport
where meteorologic conditions were better. Deadheading crew members are usually referred to as “non-revs,” (non-revenue producing). Also, if there were six
people deadheading, 1200 would make
them a rather corpulent lot. The fact that
the entry “1200 D/H” was scratched out
and moved further down on the manifest
85
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would make sense, as this is a critical
piece of data necessary when executing an
instrument approach at the end of a flight.
I cannot account for this notation being on
a weight manifest unless the captain was
attempting to estimate the weight of the
aircraft during the approach phase of the
flight for the purpose of computing the
proper approach speeds.
In any event, this would make R.W.
Johnson’s turgid speculations seem even
-Charles Roberts
more ridiculous.
Merrimack, New Hampshire
A friend informed me that I was cited in
an article in your October issue.
Investigating, I found that I was, indeed,
cited, as one of ten persons listed as
“Useful Idiots: An Honor Roll” in an article by James Oberg. I do not recall having
previously seen such a boorishly ill-mannered piece-in addition to this list there
are at least four references to “conspiracy
nuts” or “spy-flight nuts.” . . .
It would be easy to respond in kind to
Oberg. Apart from his bad manners he
displays a less than complete regard for
the truth since, despite his claim, he made
no effort whatsoever to contact either me
or F. Reese Brown, the editor of the journal in which my review appeared. Nor is
he sufficiently attentive to important
details such as giving correctly the title of
the journal in which my review appeared,
International Journal of Intelligence and
Counterintelligence (Spring .1986),so that
an interested reader might be able to read
the review if she or he so desired.
But I do not want to respond in kind.
Instead, I will call attention to the most
remarkable aspect of Oberg’s article and
the one that is overwhelmingly the most
important. This is that he doesn’t have
the slightest trace of an understanding of
what the issue is regarding the flight of
KAL 007 on September 1, 1983, and he
has even less understanding of what constitutes an argument or how a rational
person is expected to weigh evidence.
First, what is the issue? It has nothing
whatsoever to do with the tragic fate of the
plane, shot down. Suppose the plane had
escaped or suppose the plane had simply
been forced to land on Sakhalin Island. No
one of these possible outcomes, nor any
imaginable other outcome, has q y bearing
on the point at issue. This is, simply: Why
was the plane invading Soviet airspace
over Sakhalin Island? Oberg devotes about
one-quarter of his article to this question.

The rest of his article has nothing to do
with the issue.
Second, what is Oberg’s conception
of an answer to this key question? It is to
confidently assert that it was a “chain of
accidental circumstances.” He apparently
imagines that if it is possible that it happened by chance then it has been proved
that it did happen by chance and that this
is the explanation. . . .
Return to KAL 007. The article of
mine that Oberg cites was a review of
two books, by D a h and Clubb, both of
whom are included on Oberg’s list of
“Idiots.” Each of these books suggested
ways in which the flight could have happened by chance, involving equipment
malfunction and/or crew incompetence.
Both of them attempted to estimate relevant probabilities. Each of the books reasoned essentially qualitatively to conclude that the flight could not have happened accidentally. In my review, I made
the probabilistic argument explicit and
used the probabilities developed from
actual data by the authors to reach the
same conclusion.
I can use the same approach based on
Oberg’s article. What is the chain of accidental circumstances cited by Oberg? First,
“the INS never took command of the
autopilot” because either the crew forgot or
they manually engaged the INS when it
was too far off course; second, “the crew
should have double-checked their course
(as required by airline policy and by good
airmanship)” but they didn’t; third, “the
actual latitude and longitude, as displayed,
would have been incorrect” and the crew
did not, as they are supposed to, check
coordinates against the flight plan. This
remarkable chain of crew mistakes is s u p
posed to have occurred on a flight path that
all crews knew took them perilously close
to Soviet airspace that was over some of
the most top-secret Soviet installations.
This is simply incredible. From some data
cited in my review, NASA found that over
a period of five years and about two million flights, U S . pilots found themselves
off course only about twenty-one times, a
probability of nearly .00001. Even this
probability by itself is enough to make anyone doubt the “accident” version. From
additional considerations I estimate that the
probability of this chain of mistakes is less
than one in a million. That is why rational
persons accept an alternative explanation:
the plane was over Sakhalin Island because
it was intended to be. . . .

There is much additional ancillar
information. For example, what woul
Oberg have to say about the KAL fligk
(the same airline) of April 20, 1978 thl
“accidentally” flew over the other top-se
cret Soviet area, the Kola Peninsula
This flight had been heading northwes
for five hours when it suddenly turne
southeast into the Soviet Union. This ha
been called the worst navigational errc
of modem times. The flight flew direct1
over the top-secret area, ignored a1
warnings, was hit by a shell, bu
nonetheless continued to fly over th
area for another 300 miles before land
ing. Is this another “accident”?
The idea that some of us are detei
mined to think the worst of U.S. policie
and hence conjure up a “conspiracy thec
ry” is ridiculous. I would be absolute1
delighted if someone can demonstrat
that the KAL 007 flight was an acciden
However, a rational argument based o
the weight of the evidence is needec
Ranting and raving is not enough.
-David W. Mille
Columbia Universit
New York. New Yor
As an admirer of Jim Oberg’s work, I wa
prepared to be enlightened by his “KAI
007: The Real Story.” Sad to relate, how
ever, I encountered a piece marred by
distinctly ugly tone-and, if judged solel
by his erroneous references to me, per
haps a not wholly accurate one, either. . .
Oberg says that a “Project Censored
review by a California academic in 198d
cited me, “described as the editor o
Defense Science magazine, who revealec
that Korean Airlines planes regularly fl
over Soviet territory on missions for thl
CIA.” I never “revealed” any such thing
Shortly after the shootdown, I was inter
viewed by a radio station and was asked
as the author of two books and man:
articles on intelligence matters, my reac
tion to Soviet charges that KAL 007 wa
engaged on an espionage mission.
replied that at best, a circumstantial cas1
could be made, but it was a pretty thii
one, and that we probably never woulc
know for certain. I was then asked if
would comment on reports that KAI
routinely used its planes for espionagc
purposes. I replied that I had heard suci
reports, but had no idea if they were true
Subsequently, I discovered, a newspa
per-without bothering to interviev
me-published a garbled version whicl
The American Spectator
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had me flatly asserting that KAL planes
routinely overflew the Soviet Union on
espionage missions. Apparently, it was
this erroneous newspaper clip that led the
California professor to proclaim the presumed revelation as among the “most
censored” stories of 1984. . . .
Oberg adds another link to this chain
of error by going on to say, “But
Volkman’s quotation itself first appeared
in an unverified newspaper clip, and a
quick check would have shown that
Volkman was not ever the editor of
Defense Science but simply a staffer at
Penthouse. When asked directly, he’s
happy to admit that he was merely repeating a rumor he had heard.”
These two sentences are only distantly
related to fact. First of all, at the time of
the KAL incident, I was a contributing
editor of Military Science and Technology
magazine (later renamed Defense Science), as well as several other magazines,
and listed on their mastheads as such. I
was not a staffer at Penthouse; I was a
contributing editor, as a glance at that
magazine’s masthead will attest. . . .
Aside from the errors relating to me
personally, I was also bothered by some
astonishing assertions in the article. We
are told, for example, that Soviet officials privately “shuddered” when they
read their experts’ reports. How does
Oberg know that? Was he there? Then
we’re told that falsehoods “invented by
KGB disinformation specialists” fooled
the Western media. Oberg provides no
evidence for this ugly assertion. (Nor
does he address the inevitable follow-up
question: If‘the KGB was so cunning,
capable of such feats as manipulating the
Western media, then how come the
Soviet Union collapsed?)
In any event, Oberg moves on to the
ICAO report, which he touts as the final
answer to the KAL 007 mystery. From the
summary Oberg provides, that conclusion
may or may not be true (apparently, a
degree in aeronautical science would be
helpful). But assuming Oberg’s judgment
to be true, why, then, didn’t the media
trumpet the ICAO report? Well, Oberg
explains, it got “spiked” in the Western
press, apparently hinting at still ‘another

account written by a correspondent captivated by “spy plane theories.” . . .
-Ernest Volkman
Danbury, Connecticut
James Oberg replies:
To Captain Toner: I never meant to say
that ICAO got the 246” theory from the
flight recorder, and in fact that theory
was fully described in the December
1983 preliminary ICAD report on the disaster. This even predates the contribution
of Mr. McNeil. The DFDR, however, did
c o n f m the theory.
That the crew showed very poor judgment seems unavoidable, and at other
times other crews have shown equally
bad judgment, sad to say. Stout defenders of the honor of all captains everywhere have a hard time explaining the
very rare but still occasional incompetence of a few pilots in a very few
instances. Don’t forget, these guys were
in almost constant touch with KE 015,
which they believed to be only a few
minutes behind them. Those radio conversations may have been enough to convince Captain Chun that all had to be
well with his navigation. He sure did not
sound at all worried on the CVR.
The location of the data recorders was
told to me by a Boeing spokesman. The
comment on spraying aviation gas is
from an interview with a Japanese fishing boat captain who witnessed the
crash. It is not a figment of my imagination that the Japanese seaman recalled
gasoline mist descending over his boat
after he had heard the plane pass overhead, or that his American interviewer (a
Navy captain in San Diego, with whom I
have talked at length) recalls that the
ship’s logbook still smelled of jet fuel
even several weeks later.
I thank Charles Roberts for his contribution to piercing the KAL-007 controversy. The “deadhead” interpretation was
given me independently by two different
747 captains, who remarked that 200 lbs.
was the standard allowance for a person
plus luggage. Since the entry was
involved with computing takeoff weight,
I find it implausible that it could have
been information to be used upon arrival

reach him, but if this thousand-word letter had been his reply, I wouldn’t have
changed a thing.
First, I find in it no references to, no
retractions of, and no excuses for the
Soviet lies that he promulgated in his
original article about the airliner’s behavior. He overlooked them completely.
Second, a true scholar is constantly
reassessing his conclusions based on new
evidence, but the most significant new
evidence regarding the KAL-007 controversy is the June 1993 ICAO report on the
black boxes, and Miller’s letter makes it
clear he has not even seen it, much less
studied it carefully. Yet he vigorously
defends and repeats his old conclusions,
even though they are long overtaken by
new findings.
The navigation theories reported in
my article reflect the conclusions of
ICAO’S experts, although they certainly
are in accord with judgments I made
years ago based on my own assessment
of the evidence surrounding this tragedy.
It is thus misleading to attack me personally for the expert views I am only
transmitting. Miller claims he would be
“absolutely delighted” if someone could
demonstrate that the flight was an accident, but when ICAO does exactly that,
he refuses to acknowledge even the existence of that report. He should acknowledge as well the limits of his own probabilistic methodology. By his reasoning,
no one ever wins the lottery.
The term “useful idiot” was chosen
by the editors, not by me, but the phrase
is a historically valid appellation for a
class of Western intellectuals who
accepted and promulgated Soviet propaganda in the bad old days of the Cold
War. Miller, alas, seems to cling vigorously to a mythology of Soviet-sponsored deceptions about KAL-007 (in
1983) and KAL-902 (in 1978) long after
the Soviet empire has itself collapsed.
It’s almost touching.
Finally, I’m delighted that Ernest
Volkman confirms the accuracy of my
description of “Project Censored.” I’m
sorry he objects to my argumentative
tone-I only wish that he’d objected as
vehemently to the way he was used by

KGB master stroke.This is an ugly asser-

at Seoul. And i f i t wasn’t the deadheads,

the spy-flight nuts. But, then, what can

tion unsupported by any evidence, although Oberg concedes that the New York
Times carried an article on the ICAO
report. But Oberg dismisses it, pronouncing the news story a “highly distorted”

where on the manifest do they appear? In
any event, Mr. Roberts is right: R.W.
Johnson is as far off base either way.
Regarding David Miller, I regret that
my inquiry letter of last August 1 did not

you expect from someone who, against
all evidence, scoffs at the idea of KGB
disinformation, or the possibility that
Western coverage of one of Soviet
(continued on page 95)
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I

Guilford. CT 0 6 4 d

1each month1

GIVE YOUR FAVOURITE CURMUDGEON a
subscription to the quarterly Old Fart Magazine
Send $10 cheque to TOF, 199 Ave., Rd.. Toronto
Canada M5R 352.

CHANGE AMERICA,change your life: How to
stop Clinton-Socialism & have an understanding never before understood. Stop
brainwashing. Destroy evil before it is
too late. 400pp. Priceless at $10 + S/H
Satisfaction Guartd. DrF 800-486-1587

BUBBAS JOURNAL - Conservative newsletter of
thoughtlhumor. $818 issues. 9214 Ridgefield
Circle, Frederick, MD 21701.

Copier,-LowAs
s For 1arger,QIJantity
Bodcsltore Qualii

@a

BOOKS

$24.00/year (6) issues. $6/issue
L.A.W.N. ,,Suite #422
2490 Black Rock Turnpike

Fairfield CT 06430

Name:
Address:
CitylState:

Zip:

=BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SELF-MOTIVATED, HONEST, RELIABLE PEOPLE
to present our services to business clientele. High
income potential. Full or part time. Call American
Administrative Services. 1-800-541-4811.

- BIGGEST WAVE I N AMERICAN BUSINESS
HISTORY! RECORDING: 800-473-7566.

ORGANIZATIONS

DEFEAT RADICAL FEMINISM Monthly publication
$24/yr. Men's Defense Network, Box 24305,
Williamsport, Pa. 17703-2430.
FIGHT ENVIRONMENTAL EXTREMISM! Join the

"Welcome to Willie's Wonderful

nonprofit C h i c k e n Little Society! R e s e a r c h e d

World!" Washington IfPC!"

quarterly newsletter, $6/year. P.O. Box 2761 30
(A), Boca Raton, Fla. 33427
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MERCHANDISE

MERCHANDISE

LOBBY CONGRESS! with Influence PC Software.
FREE Information (800) 532-8788. AS1293.

CLINTON 8 GORE GOT YOU DOWN? You need
the savage satire of the American Comedy Platoon
to lift your spirits. A.C.P. is heard on the
syndicated "Mike Reagan Show" and has
appeared on stage with Rush Limbaugh. You'll
revel in bits like the KGB Employment Service,
Reverend Bill, P.C. 10 Commandments, and much
more. $1 1.95 for cassette. 1-800-266-0294Visa,
MC, Check, Or M.O. to A.C.P. 2604 B El Camino
Real, Suite #224, Carlsbad, CA 92008.
Guaranteed to make you laugh! Free Bumper
Sticker with Holiday Order1 'Dan's Bake Sale
Veteran' Products made on Planet Earth.

Beat the Beer Tax1 Brew your own quality beers
and ales at home tax free. Call WindRiver Brewing
at 1-800-266-HOPSfor free catalog.
BROKEN PROMISES

- - *L
- -

BROKEN PROMISES
The 1994 Bill Clinton Calendar
$9.95+$1.25postage& handling

Send
Calendar
checkor
Madating
moneyGroup
order lo:
P.O. BOXBOK)1
Polthnd,OR 97280

REAL ESTATE

:OLORADO LIFE UNSPOILED COUNTRY, Big

iountain views, wild flowers, large pines, power
ind phone, fishing, hiking, hunting, 35 acres for
835,000.Call Ed at LPI 1-800-495-2526.

MISCELLANEOUS

AX ON TAX CREDITS. Slash taxes $9,00O/yr.

?SApproved (Sec. 42). 903-534-9652.

Video Display Terminal Repair
Altos Esprit Link Wyse
Call and we will Fax our price list

ASAP TCrmioal S a l u and Repair Inc.
6 Sbortn In& Blvd. Suik A
Rome. GA3016S-1839
(706) 232-7929
AU repain perfby amservativesl

-BUMPER STICKERS-

$2.50ea. * 2 for $4.00 6 for $10.00
25 or more $1.50ea. 100 or more 81.10ea.

RECOVERY NO LONGER
ANALYSTS SAY
Yes, i t i s true! Our elected officials have
violated our Constitution through ignorance
and greed.
FACT: They have systematically hanJed over
control otour economy I O R PRIVATE
corporation with international interests (The
Federal Reserve).
FACT: T h e y have wronglirlly contiscated
gold troni private U S . citizens (then resold
a t a profit).
Are you prepared for what lies ahead!

FREE
REPORT!
(800)877-9799

Call today-- before Its too late!
North American Trading specializes In protecting
people from the coming economic disaster In
complete privacy and safety.

- MERCHANDISE

ITTO - 14K gold tie tac/collar pin 3/16" x 1"
29.00 + $3.00 sh. 14K gold American Flag collar
n 1/4" x 1 / 2 $15.00 + $3.00 sh. Great Christmas
fts. 10 day money back offer. Check or Money
rder to: DITTO, P.O. Box 161863, Atlanta, GA
1321.
he American Spectator

-ENVELOPE LABELS -

15505 Bull Run Road * Suite 201 Miami Lakes, FL 33014

Ameoba Founda

4

TAX RATES

(Jt;$

4

B!i$!$

$lyres blow ovoi!nb/e in T-rlrifl or Golf Cop
A) PRO S(HO0L CHOICE
B) TWELVE MORE YEARS
C) MUCK THE FEDIA
D) PUCK THE FRESS
E) DE-ELECI CLINTON/GORE
and rlmh
F) THANKS A-LOT ROSS
1)
inred
GI DAN RATHER NOT
MO
HI LARRY KING IS A JERK
I) ANNA LIED
J ) STOP AIOS (YOU CAN IFYOU WANTTO]
Speci COgorSMondSize S M L XL XXL
Cops ore!l2.00/Shirtr
ore S16.00/+$2 S8H per order
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER T O
P D Inc. P.O. Box 218127 Norhville, TN 37221
We.vill frv lor week dehey bfl,nl!owup fo dx pleas.
end in your idem nnd receive (I free rap or hiflif w d fundyours wm fiM in

fa

w

II

3

(continued on next page)
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$2.50ea. 2?0r $4.00 6 for $10.00
25 or more $1.50ea. 100 or more $l.lOea.

0MERCHANDISE

-

T-SHIRTS highlighting the Top Ten Reason!
Clinton Deserves The Loyal Opposition. $14.00 .
$2.00 P&H, Check or money order payable to
Loyal Opposition, P.O. Box 31814, Independence
OH 44131. Ohio residents add 7% sales tax.
IMPEACH HILLARY. Button or bumper slicker $9
T-shirt $15. The Right Stuff, 2627 S. Grant Streei
#23, Arlington, VA 22202

- T-shirts-

-

$10.00ea. 2 for $17.00

Black Lelterlngon White * 50/50% Poly. Cotton
Slze: M - X L
POLlTlX GRAFIX
15505 Bull Run Road Suite 201 Miami Lakes. FL 33014

1-800-552-4840
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDSACCEPTED
Wfi $70.00 Minimum Purchase

MULTICOLOR PRINT ON THE FRONT
OF AN ASH OR ICE GREEN T-SHIRT.
H W . 1 0 0 % COTTON. M. L & XL
17.50 ea. Includes tax and shlpping.

JOY OF BUSINESS 736 W ELM BISHOP CA 93514

BUSINESS. ii-s MORE THAN A BOOK, irs A SELF
DIRECTED MARKETING PLAN FOR YOUR ENHANCEMENT AND BOlTOM LINE. EASY TO READ,
EASY TO UNDERSTAND AND YOUR SATISFACTIO!
GUARANTEED. DELIVERED TO WHERE YOU
DESIRE. $10 EACH OR 3 FOR $20.HOOSIER,
P.O. BOX 161 INDIANAPOLIS,IN 46206

I

/ Sharp-looking red, whit
and black design. Makes a
great gift far a friend o r
your favorite iibenil

Sizes: S,M. L. XL
(XXL

+ $21

T-shirts: 100% cotton (white
preshrunk - 112.45 It s&h).
01. (white) - 17.95
(+s&h). JumboMugs: Big 16 c
(whitel - 111.95 It s&h).

Mugs: I I

Butlonr 3' round - 13 each or 2/15 (includes sBh).
Shipping & Handling (slhl 15 13.00 for first shirt or mug: add SI.!
for each additional shirt or mug. IAZ reridenU add 65% sales tax.)

To order a game, send check or money order
for $19.% t $3.50shipping & handlingto:
RIGHT In w ,
hK.
1630 30th Street, M5,Boulder, CO 80301 3031444-3126

Satire

Send 519.95 + $4.00 S&H
Check or Money Order Payable to
Satire

P.O. Box 1857
Soquel, CA 95073
l-SO&S-SATIRE or 148-464-1212

I1-5; $6 ea. 6-25;$5 ea. 26-100;Mea. I
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MERCHANDISE

Ion? Be A Jack-Ass - Vote Republican" "1 Think
herefore I'm Conservative" Plus many more
vailable in T-shirts and bumper stickers SASE
)r catalog All-Right Merchandising - P 0 Box
1-831, Madison Hts, MI 48071-1831

dvertise in The Amencan Spectator and get results1

M
MERCHANDISE

MERCHANDISE

"First Hillary, Then Gennifer, NOW US!" T-shirts,
100% cotton, preshrunk $10.00 includes dh. Robb
Jennings, 116 4th Street, NE #B, Washington, DC
20008.

Vinyl Bumper Stlckers

g;:;;zz:;:g: ;
::E
100% Cotton T-Shlrta
T ShlrU (M 3XL)
$14 50
add $2 b r 2XL 6 3XL slzm

WCM;~KI
H C ~ V * ~ S ~ O ~Ceramic Coffee Mugs
1125088 lslOwol4oTme
MWnMIFREEwmbwaMnO
WsnHamDld CT(4110
Car)Mm~mSUruaem,wwm&mw
FlmWdbw2 4 w d l H n r v
FREEuWopwlwd.roruilM3-r32-1595

Z&!WfE"Z%E

See order form on page 94 to
advertise on The American
Spectator Ciasslfied pages

i PRINCIPLED CONSERVATIVES:FINALLY... i
I

THEINCISlVEWAYTOEXPREssYOUR

I

buth Life
International Presents:
Top p l i t y Pro-Life Tees
(All

mdll-mbrrd esklg ~ r l n l z d
en MIS0

LDM
bknd
~
rhlrirl

...a n d Cfinton

;T-shirts$1695 Sweatshirts $2695 Add 3 00to: I
II M)REVER
RICm P.O. Box 24304 Dept
Edina, M N 55424. S c' M, XL 2x add%);Tor
I S&H for lirsst'shh$1each add1 shirt Check/h:O.

I

Pr e 4h ris t maS Shirt SaI e:
Buy 3, Get 1 FREE!
t'he American Spectator

i

Sweat; deslgn; quan&.%PEAk O&

Send check or $ order to:

The RascalsNLl

833 NSI. Mary's St., San Antonio, TX, 78205.
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BUMPER STICKERS

HOLIDAY 61FTS FOR THE “RI6HT”III

T-SHIRTS: Clinton & Gore Gone In Four; Clinton
w/ Pinocchio Nose. All sizes; $14.95 ea. LB’s
Tees, P.O. Box 44253,West Allis, WI 53214.

CLINTAWBORE GONE IN 4. YESS! Color. $3.01
$10 for 4.Marklll, 11235 Davenport, #I03 Omahi
NE 68154.

“COUNT CLINTON OUT” to the END of his
term in 97 on our 8x10 wall calendar. It has
Bill & Hillary’s Quotes lies?), Blunders &
Holidays etc. $10 + $2 s&\ ea.

RELATED TO CLINTON? HOPE NOT!

Other T-Shlrtr Avsllable:
Clinton’s Army (w/cartoon deslon) (white)

0 u r “CE RTI FI C ATE 0 F AUTHENTICITY”
proves that you are NOT related to Clinton!
Send us the narnels) for the cert,ificates.
$5 each. Includes shipping and handling.
Send Ck or MO (Ca add 7.5% tax) to: RT
PRODUCTIONS 505 So. Beverly Or. Suite
870-8, Beverly Hills, Ca 90212-4542. For 2
day delivery add $2.90,per order. 10 or more
for discounts please write.

THE DEFINITIVE POLITICAL STATEMENT T-SHIRT!

-

Coffee Mu0 57.89 ea Bloomlnpton. CA 92316. Ca. add 7.75%
with MeOa * Ditto la00 sales tax. All add 55.00 shlp/handlinp

CHROME LICENSE PLATE FRAMES:
“Don’t Blame M e I Voted for Bush.”
$12.95ea. postage & handling included.
Ball & Chain Enterprise, 9534Wintergardens
Blvd., Ste. D411, Lakeside. CA 92040

I

I

-

BUMPER STICKERS

-

DON7BLAMEME

Subscribers. . . show your true
colors. Send for your FREE
American Spectator BUMPER
STICKER! Mail a self-addressed,
stamped, business-size envelope to
TAS, Attn: Jennifer, P.O. Box 549,
Arlington, VA 2221 6-0549.

3” X 11‘I Bumper Stickers Vin

E*
BUMPERSnCKERS S3lee

I
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'REAL MEN VOTE REPUBLICAN" Bumper
Stickers. $3.00 each or 2/$5.00. SP Prints, Box 523,
'eotone, IL 60468.

BUMPER STICKERS

BUMPER STICKERS

"BLACK REPUBLICAN - AND PROUD OF IT!"
and "WAR IS HELL (Draft Dodging Is Even
'Lower)." G u a l i Vinyl. $2.25. or 3m.75. Symmetry,
Box 940605, Far Rockaway, NY 11694.

-

"IMPEACH BILLARY CLINTON," FIRST
GENNIFER NOW US" 8 "I DON'T TRUST
PRESIDENT CLINTON OR HER HUSBAND."
$1.50 each, lO/$S.OO, 20/$15.00, 40/$28.00
LBGC; POB 261; Keyport, WA 98345. 1-800-895.
6847.

8a Proud of It!
5 FREE BUMPER STICKERS
send $ 5 for~Sh,pp,ng
and handling to

Friends of Republicans:

CONCERNED TAXPAVERS OF AMERICA
P O BOX 2wo
ATASUDERO

U

Red White 8 Blue Bumpersticker $2.25 with Catalog
3567 Benton St. Ste.140. Santa Clara, CA 95051

9x23

BUMPER sncmRs$2.00

+ $1.26 a n

.
(
I

JOHN HENAY'S, BOX I t a , FAJARDO PRO0738

LIARS CLUE

President,
1600 PennsylvaniaAve.
LICK SLICK IN '96

MEGA MEGA DITTOS
$3.00 ea - ZlSS.00

$3.00 each or two for $5.00
BJF 31526 Sunrise Street, Mt. Dora, FL 32757

+ .SO SIH - - IL residents add 7 75% S i 7

Send check or mlo to:

P.O. Box 1934,

116re. &t$,
excellence in bumper stickers

Bridgeview, IL 60455

* *

Great Christmas girts for conservative
and liberal co-workers and friends1

Join the Campaign o f
Conservative Guerrilla Activism!

Bill Clinton:
I
1

.4

Liar,
Coward,
Socialist.

It's not a bumper sticker. 11's a Slick Sticker!

5.14 = 11.Wlea.
54.09 iI1.Mlaa.

12.OOle..

i

20.49 = $1.3Olea.

..

*,.m.Npp,np ."d n."aiw S" 0C.r.
mvln tor pia9" DIMl

I

15-19;11.401ea.
100.199 = $l.lOlea.
"ndn

nD

Irn

Put 'em anywbere liberals look!
Sllck Sticker P.O. Box 11402. Fort Worth. Texas. 761104402

I DON'T BLAME ME!

TRUST ADRAFTDODGER
I DON'T TRUST
PRESIDENT CLINTON

I- YOU ELECTED HIM!

Send $2 each or S 12 for 10 (cash, check or m.0.) to:
JECC, P.O. Box 365,Eloornsburg. PA 1761 5

b

OR HER HUSBAND
DON'T BLAME ME
I DIDN'T VOTE

1

$to@: The & country
to tax itself into prosperity
The

OTHER Hemp

Initiative:

6..

PREDATOR C O N T R O L

- PERSONALS

NICE SINGLES with Christian values wish to meet
others. FREE magazine. Send age, interests.
Singles, Box 310-AMS, Allardt, TN 38504.

THAI-ASIAN-WORLDWIDE LADIES DESIRE
lifernates. Free brochure. TAWL, Box 937 (AN)
Kailua-Kona,Hawaii 96745-0937 (808) 329-5559.

9

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA-BRITAIN-USA, etc.:
Worldwide introductions for friendship, romance,
marriage. Scanna Int'l (since 1980), POB 4-AS,
Pittsford. NY 14534. (800)677-3170

1 CLINTONaGORE
TO DO A

TOO BAD WE
SENT A

Em
m
m
JOB
Stickers $3 ea. or 2 for #IsDecitv).
-

JAPANESE WOMEN SEEK FRIENDSHIP1Pacific
Century, 110 Pacific #208-JX, San Francisco, CA
94111. (816) 942-1668.

T-shirts 14.95 MDLG-XL HL'Add g2.00
:M.P.I. P.O.BOX1646
Lutz,FL. 33549
9

~~

~
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PERSONALS

STOP HAIR LOSS! Improve your appearance and
income immediately! Rush LSASE, Lowdown, Box
1534, Surprise, AZ 85374.

BEAUTIFUL ORIENTAL LADIES! Romance,
Correspondence! Free Color Brachure! P.I.C. Box
461873-AS, L.A. CA 90046.213-650-1994.

WEALTHY AMERICAN is looking for a woman to
share an extraordinary life. I am 49 and search for
someone in her 30's who is intelligent, beautiful,
with a good background, who would like to have
several children. I also search for someone who
understands a good life centers around the family
rather than television, private schools, media and
modern western civilization. This means home
schooling, with or without tutor, and a life of the
best literature, art and ideas of the last five
thousand years rather than the last fifty. It also
means in all other respects living a normal upper
middle class life.
I am very intelligent, make a very good father
and husband, lead a pretty much international life,
with residences abroad, love to laugh, and am
interesting and sometimes charming. If this strikes
a chord, please send a letter telling something of
yourself. Please include a photograph. Reply to
Box 410,2860 Porter St., Soquel, CA 95073.

ASIAN LADIES DESIRE CORRESPONDENCE!
Overseas, sincere, attractive. Worlds #1 Service!
Free details, photos! SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL Dept. HE, Box 5500, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii
96745. (808) 325-7707.

PERSONALS

ATTRACTIVE ORIENTAL LADIES seeking
correspondence, marriage. Dignified presentations
since 1984. Asian Experience, Box 1214TR,
Novato, CA 94948. (415) 897-2742.

IMEETWOMEN WORLD-WIDE i
FREE 32page photo catalog from
Amenca's most respected
correspondence sewice since 1974.
CHERRY BLOSSOMS
190AN Rainbow Ridge
Kapaau, Hawaii 96755

r l l l l l l l l l l l l l1

I

i CLASSIFIED i
ORDER F O R M I
I

II

1 Rates: $2.70 per word (+$14 per I
I
I ad for TAS box number if
1 desired.), or $105 per column inch I

1 1.Please write your new address in I
I
the space provided.
I

'

for classified display ads (max. 3"). I
I
Pre-payment required for all
I
1 ads. (Other restrictions may
I
~

I apply.)
I
Special Discount Offer:
I
I Pre-pay for 3 ads get a 4th ad free.

I
II
I
II
I
1
I
1
I
I
1
I
I
I
I

I

1
I
I

Enclosed is: $
for

insertions.

Ad Classification:

Name:
Plcarc Prim

Address:

I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
State:
Zip:
I
Your ad(s) will begin with the I
I
first available issue.
I
Send ad copy with payment and
I
this form to:
I
I
The American Spectator
I
Classified Department, P.O. Box 549, I
Arlington, Virginia 22216-0549
I
City:

MOVING?

I

I
I

Don't forget TAS Address
Changes Made Easy!

your change to take effect.

IMPORTANT
Allow six weeks for address change.

I Cl Renew my subscription for one
I year (twelve issues-$35)
I Payment enclosed
I IJ Bill me later

I

!Name:

I
[Address:

!city:
hate:

I
pp:
'Date of change:

( P l e a Ea)

Are you young, college-educated,
and seriously searching for love?
We offer self-descriptive essays
written by people who are, like you,
looking for true love and
companionship. You decide whom
to contact.
The Happy Few provides a
decent, confidential, and intelligent
way to discover your perfect love.
(Also open to gays.) Write to:
The Happy Few, Dept. AS
P.O. Box 382805
Cambridge, MA 02238

I

I
I

I

I

I
The American Spectator
I
Subscriber Service
P.O.Box 657, Mt. Morris, Illinois 61054 I
(Please attach address label here.)

to be one of

I

I 2. Attach the mailing label from your1
I most recent issue.
I
I 3. Return this form to us at the
I
I
I address listed below.
I
I
I
That's all there is to it.
I
I Just be sure to allow six weeks for I
1

ITHE HAPPYFEW"?
IWould you like

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Want to place a
subscription order
for

The American
Spectator?
(12 issues only $35)

Call

The American
Spectator
at

I
I

1-800-524-3469

I
I
I
I
I
I

(8:30am to 11:30 pm
Eastern Time)

LIIl-lIl-lIIIIJ
~
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CORRESPONDENCE
(continued from page 87)
:ommunism’s last major crimes was
olored by our elites’ gleeful disdain for
nti-Communism?

’he Navrozov Files
is late as 1991, Pravda called me the
most extremist American journalist”
lecause I argued that the “strategic
uperplague” was being developed in
iorbachev’s Russia, and the West was
ndangered as never before. Gorbachev’s
egime fell, and since March 1992 I have
lublished close to 200 articles in four:en “major Russian democratic periodials.” Now I argue that the danger is a
iossible comeback of Stalinism, with a
ar ‘more explicit Nazi and old-Russian
ariety of anti-Semitism, which has been
special target of my attacks.
Tragicomically, in her survey of the
tussian press for The American
pectator (October 1992 and September
993), Cathy Young had picked only
hose four articles of mine that she could
eadily distort in order to smear me as,
or example, an anti-Semite! Thus, in
Ine of my articles on Hitler (published
Is0 in the predominantly Jewish CmigrC
leriodicals) I claim, on the basis of my
tudy of votes in Germany in 1932, that
Iitler received most of his votes from
mall-town Lutherans, scared as they
vere by what they perceived as the
filth” of the big cities, such as Freud’s
:net that a boy of two seeks to possess
lis mother sexually. That was enough for
ds. Young to claim that my article
seems to suggest that Hitler’s hatred for
ews was really the fault of Freud.”
Note Ms. Young’s “seems” in her
entence above. To those less vigilant,
uch as my Jewish readers in Russia,
srael, and the United States, it does not
eem that way. But to Ms. Young it
eems that I am a closet Hitlerite.
No less brazenly Ms. Young insinu.tes: “Navrozov analyzes the Islamic
vorld’s fight for ‘purity’ against the
filth’ spread by the ‘formerly Christian’
Vest on an unmistakably sympathetic
tote.” That is, those less vigilant may be
nistaken here, but she detects my unmisakably sympathetic note toward Islamic
undamentalism. You see? Not only am I
Iro-Hitler, but I am also pro-Moslem,
Iro-Arab, and anti-Judeo-Christian.
Within this scope I cannot cite all of
he American Spectator

Ms. Young’s brazen innuendos. In
Russia, we called this a “public KGB
informer’s vigilance.” A public KGB
informer’s article, distorting its victim’s
statements to smear him politically, was
followed by arrest. In the United States,
no arrest follows, but the anti-Semitic
smear may have far-reaching consequences. Ironically, in Russia, a public
KGB informer’s vigilance is now extinct
or at least dormant. But I have found it,
in its most virulent form, in Ms. Young,
an immigrant from Russia, taking advantage of the fact that few readers of The
American Spectator read the Russian
press, and so there is no limit to her distortions to suit her “vigilance.”
To be fair to Ms. Young, I should not
represent her as a pure embodiment of
diabolically sly witch-hunting. She used
to translate my articles into Russian
because I had no time to do it. But I realized that she did not understand them and
needed thorough editing, since she thinks
in clichCs. Today she charges me, with
political crimes because such charges are
clichCs and because any deviation from
clichCs does seem to her a political crime.
-Lev Navrozov
Riverdale, New York
Cathy Young replies:
I confess that I have not seen all or even
most of the articles Lev Navrozov has
contributed to the Russian press. The
ones I have seen often had a tangible
anti-Western bent, and since Mr.
Navrozov had once made a name for
himself as a hypervigilant defender of
Western democracy against the Soviet
threat I thought this would make an
interesting item. (Mr. Navrozov does not
explain his reference to the “imaginary”
threat of Stalinism which, according to
him, mass-market hack George Orwell
used to scare the bourgeois public.)
As for the “Hitler and Freud” essay,
on which Mr. Navrozov focuses his
response: several people, none of them
paranoid about anti-Semitism, drew my
attention to it and expressed puzzlement
that a liberal magazine such as Ogonyok
would publish something that could so
easily be read as anti-Jewish. Is it really
innocuous to suggest that Hitler’s hatred
of Jews was a result of filial piety
offended by Freud’s desecration of the
mother-son bond (as though antiSemitism had not existed before Freud!)?
As for Mr. Navrozov’s theory that con-

servative small-town Lutherans backed
Hitler out of revulsion against big-city
“filth,” exemplified by (Jewish)
Freudianism, it hinges on some proof
that small-town German voters had
heard of Freud. It is true, of course, that
psychoanalysis was branded a “Jewish
science” by the Nazis; but so was Einstein’s theory of relativity, which hardly
contains anything to offend the sensibilities of provincial Lutherans.
I did not mean to imply that Mr.
Navrozov’s essay had any anti-Semitic
intent, but rather that his determination
to defy conventional wisdom-an often
admirable disposition-has led him to
make highly dubious and, in the context
of today’s Russia, inflammatory statements. Nor was it my wish to damage his
career in the American press, which was
over, as far as I know, long before my
TAS article appeared.
Finally, Mr. Navrozov sees fit to
bring up my personal association with
him years ago as a translator of his
columns into his native Russian for the
CmigrC weekly the New Gazette, where I
then worked. But I fear his memory fails
him. If I was as inept as he claims, why
did Mr. Navrozov, after the newspaper
folded, ask me several times to translate
his longer essays for other publications
and recommend me to others as a translator? I may, perhaps, stand accused of
ingratitude; but incompetence, no.

The Moderate Spirit
This aging moderate is terribly disappointed in your magazine. For a while it
represented a clever attack on the silly
antics of some liberals. Of late, a pejorative note has resonated in your articles.
You are irrational about the Clintons,
kind of demonizing them; you tout an
awful character like Pat Buchanan, totally disregarding his anti-Semitism; you
are unable to witness to the fanaticism of
the religious right. Your mindset is so
convoluted that you cannot recognize
Buchanan for the spiritual shanty
Irishman that he is. Some of your articles
sound like the rantings of the young
cranks on the Dartmouth Review.
Alas, another journal has gone down
into the lower depths. You would be
wise to forego this easy kind of pop journalism and return to the conservative
concepts of class, style, and.balance.
-Morton Perry
Grand Junction, Colorado
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New York Times
Photo caption of the decade:
After almost 30 years of delays caused by
planning and environmental challenges, the
last stretch of Interstate 287, between
Montville and Mahwah, N.J., is to be
opened in the next month, six months
ahead of schedule.
[October 16, 19931

Larry King Weekend
Hillary recharged:
KING: Your first car-We were talking
about first cars.
Ms. CLINTON: Yes.
KING: Mine was a ’55--’53 Ford. And
yours was a ’63 Olds.
Ms. CLINTON: Right.
KING: Right? And you were telling me
you had to take the battery out?
Ms. CLINTON: Well, anybody listening to
this will probably write and say, you know,
“This just shows you how crazy she is.”
My car had a personality-my
first car.
And I was in law school, and my car had a
battery that did not like to be left in the car
overnight. It would drain out if it wereespecially in the New England cold.
KING: So, what did you have to do with it?
Ms. CLINTON: So, I unhooked it every
night and took it to my dorm room and kept
it warm, and then I put it back in the next
morning.
KING: YOUMs. CLINTON: And it made a very happy
battery and a car that worked! [laughs]
KING: Did it have a name? I think we’re
losing it here.
Ms. CLINTON: It did. It did.
KING: You know, it’s been a long week.
Ms. CLINTON: It did have a name, yes. I
called my car “Julius.”
KING: “Julius”?
Ms. CLINTON: “Julius,” yes.
KING: Did the battery have a name?
Ms. CLINTON: No.
KING: No?
Ms. CLINTON: I did not name the battery. I
think it was Eveready, or something like that.
[October 2, 19931

Toledo Blade
In a column entitled “New Age,” the
Nutrition Nazis speak out:
It makes sense that smoking and drinking, both acknowledged causes of some
of society’s major diseases, ought to be
somehow penalized-and sales taxes
generally are difficult to deny. But the
Clinton bean counters ought to uncover
one more sacred cow as a source of sin
tax revenue.
That would be the products of our giant,
powerful meat and dairy industries.
Hamburgers, ice cream, milk, eggs, cheese,
lamb chops, hot dogs. . . .
So we offer a proposal of our own: To
help finance the new national health care
system, lay a modest surcharge on any food
that derives more than 25 percent of its
calories from fat.
That’s right, a fat tax. Eating fat is no
more sinful than smoking or drinking,
but its overall impact on our nation’s
health is just as enormous. And since our
talent for denial allows us to munch ourselves to disease as easily as we puff or
sip, it may behoove government to help
us face the facts in a way we seem able
to recognize: by imposing a financial
penalty.
[October 3, 19931

Japan Times
Fidel meets the Rosa Luxemburg of
Bolivia:
Cuban president Fidel Castro won a surprise endorsement in Bolivia over the
weekend.
Maria Lucia Balcazar, niece of
Bolivia’s new president, said she would
never wash her hand again after shaking
hands with Castro on Saturday.
When President Gonzalo Sanchez de
Lozada asked why, his niece said, “Fidel is
more important than Walt Disney.”
Castro, clearly delighted with the
remark, bent down and kissed the 8-yearold on the cheek.
[August IO, 19931

Duluth News-Tribune
Up in the Great North, original biblic:
research proving that, though th
Nazarene was a gifted publicist, hi
gay rights position has been lost fa
2000 years.
Both John 13:23 and 21:20 acknowledg
Jesus’ love of John, one of his three close!
associates. In John 21:21,22 Peter affirm
the relationship between Jesus and Joh
was different.
Of course, if we note the non-canonici
writings of Jesus’ romance with Mar
Magdalene, then perhaps Jesus was
bisexual.
[August 5, 19931

Stanford Magazine
Another inane passage in a full
blown interview with Dean Robe1
Gregg, Episcopalian chaplain o
Stanford University who in vapil
remark after vapid remark tasteful1
refrains from all mention of God o
even God Is Dead-onward Christia
Therapists !
SM: What is the job of the chaplaincy?
Gregg: There are three of us who wor
full-time on campus and another perso
who works in the biomedical ethics cente
at the Medical School and hospital. My jo
involves being a dean of Memorial Churc
and all the events that take place in ther
and teaching in the Classics Departmen
and the Religious Studies Department.
oversee the various minishies of the diffei
ent faiths that have representatives on cam
pus and student constituencies, and ar
available to people who want to discuss th
range of issues that people might bring t
someone who they hope would have ai
impartiality in a complex system. When
arrived here, it dawned on me that give
the wonderful diversity of Stanford’s popu
lation-student, staff, and faculty-it wa
important to me to have a chaplaincy staf
that was diverse in terms of gender an1
race, and that we have done.
[June 19931
The American Spectator
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